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Abstract

Gas network optimization manages the gas transport by minimizing operating
costs and fulfilling contracts between consumers and suppliers. This is an NP-
hard problem governed by non-convex and nonlinear gas transport functions
that can be modeled by mixed integer linear programming (MILP) techniques.
Under these methods, piecewise linear functions describe nonlinearities and bi-
nary variables avoid local optima due to non-convexities. This paper compares
theoretically and computationally basic and advanced MILP formulations for
the gas network optimization in dynamic or in steady-state conditions. Case
studies are carried out to compare the performance of each MILP formulation
for different network configurations, sizes and levels of complexity. In addition,
since the accuracy of linear approximations significantly depends on the number
and location of linear segments, this paper also proposes a goal programming
method to construct a-priori the piecewise linear functions. This method is
based on the minimization of the mean squared error of each approximation
subject to predefined error goals.

Keywords: Computation, Gases, Mathematical modelling, Nonlinear
dynamics, Optimisation, Transport processes

1. Introduction1

The aim of gas network optimization is to manage the gas transport mini-2

mizing operating costs and fulfilling contracts between consumers and suppliers.3

The relevance and complexity of this kind of problems is continuously increas-4

ing. The way gas networks have been traditionally planned and operated is5

changing (Wang and Xu, 2014). Nowadays planners and dispatchers are facing6

larger transport networks, unceasing growth in production and consumption,7
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market liberalization processes and higher levels of interdependency between8

energy networks. Usually, steady-state representations of the system, based on9

average values, are sufficient for the long- and midterm planning. However,10

the gas dispatch in the short term entails the consideration of system responses11

to changes in demand, supply or equipment availability (Mahgerefteh et al.,12

2006a). This situation gives rise to dynamic or inter-temporal relationships in13

the optimization problem.14

The solution of mathematical formulation for systems represented either dy-15

namically or in steady state represents a major challenge. The optimization16

problem besides being NP-hard (Vielma, 2013) is nonlinear and non-convex.17

Different methods are proposed in the literature to solve models of this na-18

ture. Particularly nonlinear models are applied because nonlinearities can be19

represented in their original form. E.g., Selot et al. (2008) uses mixed integer20

nonlinear programming to tackle the steady-state case; Ehrhardt and Steinbach21

(2005) applies sequential quadratic programming to solve the system dynam-22

ics; and Chaudry et al. (2008) employs sequential linear programming to study23

the behavior of an integrated gas and power system. Nevertheless, the main24

drawback of nonlinear approaches is that, when the problem is non-convex as25

the gas network optimization, no efficient method is available to derive global26

optimality (Geißler et al., 2012). One possible solution to overcome this adver-27

sity is to approximate nonlinear functions by piecewise linear segments utilizing28

mixed integer linear programming (MILP). For instance, Möller (2004) applies29

MILP for the steady-state optimization of gas flows and Mahlke et al. (2010),30

Domschke et al. (2011) use it for the dynamic situation. Nowadays, it is possible31

to state that MILP techniques are mature because they are fast, robust, and32

are able to solve problems with up to hundred thousands of variables (Geißler33

et al., 2012). Even so, constructing efficient MILP formulations is not a trivial34

task as certain attributes can significantly reduce the solver effectiveness.35

The computational performance of an MILP model is impacted by its strength,36

size and the effect of branching on the formulation to satisfy integrality con-37

straints (see Vielma (2013), Morales-Espana et al. (2012) and references therein).38

Fortunately, an MILP model can be constructed so that its linear programming39

(LP) relaxation automatically satisfies integrality. These formulations are de-40

noted as locally ideal by Padberg (2000) and are strong from both the LP41

relaxation and integer feasibility perspective. Several locally ideal MILP formu-42

lations used to piecewisely linearize a nonlinear function have been proposed in43

the literature. A unified framework can be found in Vielma et al. (2010). These44

formulations differ from each other in the number of variables, constraints and45

the way nonlinear functions are computed. Although comparisons of some of46

these proposals have been previously carried out by Geißler et al. (2012), Vielma47

et al. (2010), Croxton et al. (2003), Keha et al. (2004) for different problems and48

case studies, their conclusions suggest that the performance of each technique49

is influenced by the structure, data and nature of the problem.50

Accordingly, the main contributions of this paper are:51

• Theoretical and computational comparisons of locally ideal piecewise MILP52
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formulations to approximate the general flow equation in the gas network53

optimization. Benefits and drawbacks of each modeling technique are54

analyzed qualitatively and quantitatively from the point of view of com-55

putational efficiency, implementation requirements and applicability.56

• Categorical conclusions are presented on which formulation performs best57

to linearly approximate the flow equation for the gas network optimization58

problem in dynamic or steady state conditions based on the development59

of different case studies.60

• Since the accuracy of each linear approximation depends on how piecewise61

segments are designed, this paper also contributes with a goal program-62

ming method to construct a-priori the linear functions by minimizing the63

error of each approximation.64

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a practical65

formulation for the gas network optimization based on operating conditions.66

The problem to be solved is the short-term dispatch for both dynamic and67

steady states. Then, Section 3 reviews locally ideal MILP models that can be68

employed to approximate the proposed optimization problem. Furthermore,69

Section 4 formulates the goal programming method to construct a-priori the70

piecewise linear functions that minimize the error of the approximation. Section71

5 analyzes the theoretical properties of each MILP approximation and illustrates72

their computational performance for the gas network optimization. Case studies73

are developed for three system configurations of different sizes and ten demand74

profiles. Finally, main conclusions and further work are drawn in Section 6 and75

the corresponding nomenclature is listed at the end.76

2. Dynamic and Steady Gas Network Optimization77

This section develops a practical formulation for the short-term gas network78

optimization. This problem represents the transportation process of natural gas79

from wells (or regasification terminals) to consumers. The gas flow modeling80

receives specific attention due to the nonlinear and non-convex functions driving81

the equations. Basically, gas is transported through pipelines and because of the82

friction with pipe walls some gas pressure is lost. Then, this pressure gradient83

is compensated by compressors guaranteeing the continuity of the service.84

2.1. Objective function85

The objective faced by a neutral operator is to route the gas flow through86

the network in order to meet demand in accordance with contractual obligations87

(Midthun, 2007). To this end, (i) production costs, (ii) storage costs and (iii)88

non-served gas costs are minimized as follows:89

min
X

t2T
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Alternatively, or additionally, terms could be included straightforward in the90

objective function representing for example fuel consumed by compressors or91

deviations from contracted pressures or line pack goals.92

2.2. Operating constraints93

Gas production and nodal pressures are bounded by either physical charac-94

teristics or contracted amounts according to95

Wwt  pgwt  Wwt 8w, t, (2)
96

Pn  pnt  Pn 8n, t. (3)

Inventory constraints and operative levels are formulated to represent the97

operation of gas storages as98

Ss  slst = sls,t�4t + fsinst � fsoutst  Ss 8s, t. (4)

Likewise, in- and out-flow rates limit the amount of gas that can flow in and99

out of a storage100

fsinst  IRs, fsoutst  ORs 8s, t. (5)

2.3. Network constraints101

The following equation models the mass balance in the transportation net-102

work, i.e., what flows into a node must also flow out of the node.103

X

m!n

�
qoutnm,t�qinnm,t

�
+

X

w!n

pgwt +
X

s!n

�
fsoutst � fsinst

�
+ ngnt = Lnt 8n, t. (6)

Compressors are used to increase the pressure in a node. This paper borrows104

the simplified compressor modeling from Midthun (2007) to limit how much the105

gas can be compressed in a node according with a compressor factor G.106

pmt  �nm · pnt 8(n,m) 2 Compressor. (7)

Regarding the dynamic of the gas transport in a pipe, it is described by a non-107

linear and non-convex system of partial differential equations (PDEs)(Mahgerefteh108

et al., 2006b): the continuity equation (8) representing the principle of conser-109

vation of mass; the momentum equation (9) describing the sum of all forces110

acting on the gas particles; and the energy equation (10) corresponding to the111

law of preservation of energy.112
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These equations can be expressed in terms of pressure and volumetric flow rate,115

which are the variables measured in real systems. This transformation is carried116

out by using the thermodynamic state equation of gas (11) and considering117

that the volumetric flow rate in standard conditions is calculated as eq = ⇡
4
D2⇢v
⇢0

118

(Menon, 2005, Michels and Nkeng, 1997).119

p = ⇢RTZ(p, T ). (11)

Real operating conditions of gas transmission pipelines allow the adoption120

of some simplification hypotheses required to be able to formulate a tractable121

optimization model for large transport networks. Regarding the momentum122

equation (9), the second term G⇢@H
@x , representing the force of gravity influ-123

enced by the slope of the pipeline, can be neglected by assuming horizontal124

pipelines (Dorin and Toma-Leonida, 2008). Moreover, the last two terms @⇢v
@t125

and @(⇢v2)
@x , describing the inertia and kinetic energy respectively, can be simpli-126

fied since they contribute with less than 1% to the solution of the equation under127

normal conditions (Dorin and Toma-Leonida, 2008). With respect to the energy128

equation (10), it can be neglected by assuming a constant temperature (Dom-129

schke et al., 2011). Dorin and Toma-Leonida (2008) shows that flow deviations130

rank under 2% in comparison with values calculated without this assumption.131

Finally, the compressibility factor Z(p, T ) from the state equation (11), which132

indicates the deviation of a real gas from the ideal gas as a function of pres-133

sure and temperature, can be tuned and treated as a constant for transport134

networks as shown in Midthun (2007). Under these assumptions, PDEs result135

in the continuity equation (8) and a reduced momentum equation composed by136

two terms: the pressure gradient @p
@x and the friction force F⇢v|v|

2D . The friction137

factor F is a parameter that can be calculated by the Colebrook-White equation138

presented in Menon (2005).139

PDEs must be discretized in time and space in order to obtain a system140

of differential algebraic equations. By applying a finite difference scheme, the141

planning horizon is divided equidistantly in 4t time steps and the pipe is divided142

in segments of length 4x. Figure 1 depicts how pressures (pn, pm) and in- and143

outflow (qinnm, qoutnm) variables are defined at each pair of nodes while average pipe144

pressure (epnm), flow (eqnm) and mass (emnm) are assumed to be at the middle of145

the pipe. In practice, time periods and cell’s lengths can be as short as required146

allowing the model to be solved with sufficient accuracy.147

Finally, simplified and discretized continuity and momentum equations, ex-148

pressed in terms of pressure and volumetric flow rates, result in (12) and (13)149

respectively.150

qoutnm,t � qinnm,t = K1 (epnm,t�4t � epnm,t) 8(n,m), t, (12)

sgn(eqnm,t)eq2nm,t = K2

�
p2nt � p2mt

�
8(n,m), t, (13)

where151

epnm,t =
pn,t + pm,t

2
8(n,m), t, (14)
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Figure 1: Time and space discretization

eqnm,t =
qoutnm,t + qinnm,t

2
8(n,m), t, (15)

and constants K1 = ⇡
4
XnmD2

nm
RTZ⇢0

and K2 =
�
⇡
4

�2 D5
nm

XnmFnmRTZ⇢2
0
. Because the152

continuity equation (12) allows the system to inject and withdraw different flow153

quantities in a pipe, a certain amount of gas mass, known as line pack, can be154

stored into the pipe. The line pack is defined as155

emnm,t = K1epnm,t 8(n,m), t, (16)

and the equation (12) represents the principle of conservation of mass in time.156

Usually, minimum levels of line pack are set for the last optimization period157

procuring for conditions for the next day’s operation. The obtained momentum158

equation (13) corresponds to the general flow equation (or fundamental flow159

equation) utilized also for steady-state isothermal flows (Menon, 2005). This160

equation nonlinearly relates the gas flow rate with gas properties, pipe diame-161

ter, length, friction factor and upstream and downstream pressures. The sign162

function (sgn) represents the possibility to model bidirectional flows, i.e., flows163

that can be positive or negative depending on the pressure gradient. Figure164

2 illustrates these nonlinear and non-convex features. The general flow equa-165

tion can be replaced by other equations with similar structures that can be166

more accurate for certain flows and pipes, such as Weymouth, Panhandle A or167

Panhandle B (Menon, 2005, More, 2006).168

In short, a practical and simplified gas network optimization model consid-169

ering the system dynamics is given then by equations (1)-(7), (12) - (16).170

For the steady-state case, the only difference is that the mass flow is assumed171

as constant in space, this is, @q
@x = 0. Consequently the continuity equation is172

dropped; the gas flowing into the pipe is the equal to the gas flowing out of it173

(equation (15) neglected) ; and the general flow equation can be rewritten as174

sgn(eqnm,t)eq2nm,t = K2 (psnt � psmt) 8n,m, t, (17)

where a simple change of variable p2n = psn is carried out because now the175

pressure squared appears only in this equation (De Wolf and Smeers, 2000).176

Therefore, the steady-state formulation is given by equations (1)-(7) and (17).177
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Figure 3: Approximation of a nonlinear separable function

Notice that both dynamic and steady-state models are nonlinear and non-178

convex because of general flow equations (13) and (17) respectively. The next179

section reviews piecewise MILP formulations that can be used to approximate180

these equations.181

3. Piecewise Linear Approximations of the General Flow Equation182

General flow equations proposed to model the gas flow in dynamic and183

steady-state conditions ((13) and (17) respectively) are separable functions con-184

stituted by nonlinear and non-convex univariate functions of the form h(x) = x2
185

(Padberg, 2000). A nonlinear univariate function h : D ! R defined on an in-186

terval D := [A,B] can be piecewisely approximated as indicated in Figure 3.187

Each linear segment P 2 P := {1, . . . , k � 1} is obtained by dividing the interval188

in a grid of points A = X1  X2  . . .  Xk = B with corresponding function189

values h(xi), i 2 V := {1, . . . , k}.190

Mainly three different strategies have been proposed to formulate piecewise191

linear models. They can be categorized according to the used given to binary192

variables and the way nonlinearities are approximated, as shown in Figure 4.193

The first two categories, convex combination and multiple-choice methods, for-194

mulate binary variables to select the segment in which the function lies. The195
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Piecewise linear approximations

Convex combination
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DCCSOS2 BCC Log DLog
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Figure 4: Classification of piecewise linear models

difference between them is that convex combination methods calculate the func-196

tion value as a convex combination of the neighboring nodes and multiple-choice197

model does it according to the segment slope and intercept. Convex combina-198

tion models are divided in two approximations: aggregated and desegregated199

methods. They differ in that desegregated proposals can effectively handle dis-200

continuous functions. The third category is the incremental model. There, the201

function is calculated as the sum of incremental quantities in each segment and202

binaries represent segments used for the calculation. All of these methods are203

reviewed next for the case of univariate and separable functions as they can be204

applied to approximate general flow equations formulated in Section 2.205

3.1. Convex combination models206

In this approximation the nonlinear function is computed as a convex com-207

bination of at most two consecutive points of the partitioned interval.208

3.1.1. Aggregated convex combination models (SOS2, BCC, Log)209

These formulations introduce positive variables �i for each grid point Xi.210

The nonlinear function is represented as211

h(x) ⇡
X

i2V

h(Xi)�i, x =
X

i2V

Xi�i,
X

i2V

�i = 1. (18)

Additionally, l-variables must fulfill the condition that at most two ls can be212

positive, and if two are positive, they must be consecutive. This condition213

is known as special ordered set of type two (SOS Type 2) (Möller, 2004). A214

first approximation to impose SOS Type 2 condition is to enforce nonlinearities215

algorithmically, directly in the branch-and-bound algorithm, by branching on216

the set of l-variables. This implicit modeling technique has been proposed by217

Beale and Tomlin (1970) and is referred in this paper as SOS2.218

A second way is to model SOS Type 2 condition explicitly via additional219

binary variables yp, defined for P 2 P segments of the interval. The idea is that220

when yp = 1, only the l-variables belonging to the segment p can take a value221

different than zero, as follows:222

X

p2P
yp = 1, (19)
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k�1X

z=l+1

yz 
kX

z=l+1

�z 
k�1X

z=l

yz 8l = 2..k � 1, (20)

�1  y1, �k  yk�1. (21)

This method is referenced as the basic convex combination (BCC) model.223

It is composed by equations (18)- (21) and corresponds to the contribution224

made by Padberg (2000) to the traditional formulation developed by Dantzig225

(1960). Recently, Vielma and Nemhauser (2011) proposed a formulation that226

reduces logarithmically the number of binary variables of the BCC model.227

The idea is to impose the SOS Type 2 condition by fixing to zero disjoints228

sets of l-variables in each side of a series of branching dichotomies. A fam-229

ily of dichotomies {Ls,Rs}s2S is indexed by a finite set S, with Ls and Rs230

⇢ V (P) and the number of dichotomies given by S(P) := {1, .., dlog2 |P|e}231

(for the univariate case). For example, for the function depicted in Figure 3,232

P = {[x1, x2], [x2, x3], [x3, x4]} and the SOS Type 2 condition is forced by the233

following dichotomies: (�3 = �4 = 0 or �1 = 0) and (�4 = 0 or �1 = �2 = 0).234

Instead of formulating (19)-(21), this proposal models the following constraints235

with logarithmic number of binary variables:236

X

i2Ls

�i  ys,
X

i2Rs

�i  (1� ys) 8s 2 S. (22)

The method developed by Vielma and Nemhauser (2011) is denoted as the237

logarithmic (Log) model and corresponds to equations (18) and (22). For more238

details about how to construct the dichotomies consult the cited reference.239

3.1.2. Desegregated convex combination models (DCC, DLog)240

These methods define “desegregated weights” �L
i and �R

i to each left and241

right end-points of the ith segment. The idea is that only when a binary variable242

yp = 1 , �L
i and �R

i for i 2 P can be different than zero. The nonlinear function243

is approximated as244

h(x) ⇡
X

i2V

⇥
h(Xi�1)�

L
i + h(Xi)�

R
i

⇤
, (23)

x =
X

i2V

⇥
Xi�1�

L
i +Xi�

R
i

⇤
. (24)

Again, the SOS Type 2 condition must be fulfilled for l-variables. Accord-245

ingly, Sherali (2001) proposes to formulate246

X

p2P
yp = 1, �L

i + �R
i = yi 8i 2 P. (25)

This model is referred as desegregated convex combination (DCC) model and247

is composed by equations (23)-(25). Similarly to the Log model construction,248
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Vielma and Nemhauser (2011) proposes also a formulation that reduces loga-249

rithmically the number of binary variables of DCC. The idea is to use a Gray250

code to define intervals of the piecewise linear function. Each segment in P251

is identified with a binary vector {0,1}dlog2|P|e through an injective function252

B : P !{0,1}dlog2|P|e, where vectors B(P ) and B(P + 1) differ in at most one253

component for all P 2 P. As a result, the model uses dlog2 |P|e binary variables254

y 2{0,1}dlog2|k�1|e to force the SOS Type 2 condition when y = B(P). Instead255

of formulating (25), this proposal models256

X

i2P

�L
i + �R

i = 1, (26)

257 X

p2P+(B,l)

X

i2V (P )

�i  yl,
X

p2P0(B,l)

X

i2V (P )

�i  (1� yl) 8l 2 L(P), (27)

where P+(B, l) := {P 2 P : B(P )l = 1}, P0(B, l) := {P 2 P : B(P )l = 0} and258

L(P) := {1, .., dlog2 |P|e}. The logarithmic desegregated convex combination259

(DLog) model developed by Vielma and Nemhauser (2011) is composed then by260

equations (23), (24), (26) and (27). For more details about how to construct261

injective functions see Vielma and Nemhauser (2011) and Geißler et al. (2012).262

3.2. Multiple choice model (MC)263

The formulation studied in Balakrishnan and Graves (1989), among others,264

introduces continuous �p and binary yp variables for P 2 P. Continuous vari-265

ables represent the total load of the segment P if the function value lies in this266

segment. Also, binary variables indicate the chosen segment. If each linear267

function has the form of g(xp) = Mpxp + Bp the nonlinearity is approximated268

as269

h(x) ⇡
X

p2P
Mp�p +Bpyp, (28)

ypXi  �p  ypXi+1 8i 2 P, P 2 P (29)
X

p2P
yp  1,

X

p2P
�p = x. (30)

3.3. Incremental model (Inc)270

Similarly as MC, Markowitz and Manne (1957) formulates continuos �p and271

binary yp variables for each P 2 P. In this case, continuous variables represent272

the portion (or load) of each segment. Binary variables force that if an interval273

is chosen, then all intervals to its left must be completely used. The nonlinear274

function is approximated as275

h(x) ⇡ h(x1) +
P

i2P (h(xi+1)� h(xi)) �i, (31)
x = x1 +

P
i2P (xi+1 � xi) �i, (32)

�i+1  yi, 8i 2 P � 1 yi  �i, 8i 2 P � 1, (33)
0  �i  1 8i 2 P. (34)
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Figure 5: Linear approximations

Equations (33) are the so-called filling conditions: if �i > 0 with 2  i  k � 1276

then �j = 1 for 1  j < i.277

4. Error Estimation278

Commonly, a nonlinear function h(x) is linearly approximated by straight279

line segments connecting points (xi, h(xi)) placed over the function, as shown in280

Figure 3. These lines always lie above the curve for functions of the form h(x) =281

x2, such as those in the general flow equation. For these approximations, the282

maximum linear interpolation error E = max(eb+i , eb
�
i , em

+
i , em

�
i ) calculated283

as the maximum deviation between the straight line g(x) and the function h(x)284

at vertices (eb+i , eb
�
i ) and midpoints (em+

i , em
�
i ), corresponds to the evaluation285

of |h(x)� g(x)| at the midpoint of the segment. This kind of representations286

is accurate when the function value lies in the neighborhood of the endpoints287

but it lacks of accuracy when the function lies near the midpoint. Under this288

assumption, the error in the piecewise linear fit decreases as xi+1�xi decreases289

and the number of data points increases. However, as shown in Section 5,290

more data points mean more variables and more constraints, which affects the291

performance of the formulation. Such systematic errors can be minimized by292

defining line segments between points (xi, yi), where yi is not necessary equal to293

h(xi). This situation is evidenced by the example presented in Figure 5. Besides294

the traditional linearization g1(x), other two possible approximations g2(x) and295

g3(x) are depicted. Both the error E and mean squared error MSE between h(x)296

and g1(x) are greater than h(x) and g2(x) and g3(x). However, while g2(x) has297

lower interpolation errors g3(x) offers a lower mean squared error.298

By using goal programming, an optimization problem is formulated below299

to calculate a-priori the pair of points (xi, yi) that define a predefined number of300

straight line segments. The idea is to minimize the MSE limiting the maximum301

interpolation error E between straight line segments and the function at vertices302

and midpoints according with an error goal G:303

min MSE (35)
s.t. E  G. (36)
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Figure 6: Mean squared error (MSE) vs Maximum interpolation error (E)

Figure 6 illustrates the tradeoff between MSE and E continuing with the func-304

tions depicted in Figure 5. The maximum MSE (MSE1) corresponds to the305

traditional approximation g1(x) in which the error interpolation E1 is null at306

vertices but is large at the middle. The minimum MSE (MSE3) corresponds307

to the straight line segment g3(x). This option deviates more at vertices than308

g2(x) (E3 > E2) which gives up in the MSE in order to guarantee a given error309

goal (G). In this example g2(x) would be the solution to the formulation given310

by (35)-(36). This optimization problem is generalized for p segments and i311

vertices as follows:312

min z =
X

p2P
MSEp, (37)

where313

MSEp =

ˆ xi+1

xi

[h(x)� gp(xi)]
2 dx, 8p, i 2 P, (38)

314

h(x) = Kx2, (39)
315

gp(xi) = mpxi + bp 8p, i 2 P, (40)

mp =
yi+1 � yi
xi+1 � xi

, 8p, i 2 P, (41)
316

bp = yi �mpxi 8p, i 2 P. (42)

This objective is subject to ordering constraints317

x1  xi+1..  xk 8i 2 P, (43)
318

y1  yi+1..  yk 8i 2 P, (44)

where x1 = A, xk = B to ensure that the total function is covered. Finally, the319

error goal is ensured by320

eb+i , eb
�
i , em

+
i , em

�
i  G 8i 2 P, (45)
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where321

eb+i � eb�i = Kx2
i �mpxi � bj 8p, i 2 P, (46)

322

em+
i � em�

i = K(
xi+1 + xi

2
)2 �mp(

xi+1 + xi

2
)� bp 8p, i 2 P. (47)

Equations (45)-(47) are formulated generically for concave or convex func-323

tions. The optimization problem defined by (37)-(47) can be easily run itera-324

tively to find the lower number of segments P that satisfies the error goal G.325

Given the nonlinear behavior of this model, a good start solution must be pro-326

vided. A feasible alternative is to start from the traditional approximation in327

which the points correspond to (xi, h(xi)).328

Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the benefits of the proposal with respect to the329

traditional approach for the function h(x) = x2, x 2 [2, 8]. Initially, Figure330

7 shows how errors for different number of segments are reduced at least by a331

half without increasing the number of segments. Then, Figure 8 presents the332

adjustment of proposed straight lines when the function is linearized by two333

segments compared with the traditional approach.334
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5. Comparison of Piecewise Linear Formulations335

This section compares MILP models for piecewise linear functions reviewed336

in Section 3. Initially, a theoretical analysis is developed in order to study the337

properties of tightness and compactness for each MILP approximation. There-338

upon, the computational performance of each model is illustrated when linear339

methods are applied for the gas network optimization in both dynamic and340

steady-state conditions.341

5.1. Theoretical analysis342

The tightness and compactness of each alternative provide an idea of the343

efficiency of each formulation. The tightness represents how strength is the344

LP relaxation of each method. This attribute defines the search space (relaxed345

feasible region) that the solver requires to explore in order to determine the346

(optimal integer) solution (Morales-Espana et al., 2012). For an univariate and347

separable function, it is possible to state that:348

• All formulations from Section 3 are locally ideal, i.e., all vertices of the349

corresponding LP relaxation comply with integrality requirements (Pad-350

berg, 2000). This theorem has been proved by Padberg (2000) for BCC351

and Inc models; by Sherali (2001) for DCC; by Keha et al. (2004) for352

SOS2; by Croxton et al. (2003) for MC and by Vielma et al. (2010) for353

Log and Dlog.354

• All formulations from Section 3 are sharp (convex hull), i.e., LP relaxations355

of all formulations approximate the feasible region by its lower convex356

envelope, which is the tightest convex underestimator of the function.357

This statement is proved in Vielma et al. (2010) by demonstrating that358

any locally ideal formulation is sharp.359

• All formulations from Section 3 give the same LP bound. This theorem is360

proven by Croxton et al. (2003), Vielma et al. (2010) from definitions of361

sharpness and convex envelopes.362

Nevertheless, while sharp formulations are the strongest with regards to LP re-363

laxation bounds, they can be weak with respect to finding optimal or good qual-364

ity integer feasible solutions (Vielma, 2013). As a consequence, the compactness365

property (problem size) must be also analyzed. The size of the formulation is366

useful to estimate the solution speed of the LP relaxation. Table 1 presents the367

number of constraints and variables required for each MILP method to approx-368

imate an univariate and separable nonlinear function, in terms of the number of369

vertices V and linear segments P. Specifically, Figure 9 illustrates the number370

of binary variables formulated by each method. Notice that great savings of-371

fered from logarithmic models are relevant for large number of segments P. This372

observation can also be extended to the number of constraints and in general373

to the formulation size.374

Nonetheless, theoretical comparisons are not enough to conclude which method375

performs best for the gas network optimization. Given the complexities of state376
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Table 1: Sizes of piecewise formulations for univariate functions
Model Constraints Cont. var. Binary var.
SOS2 3 V 0

BCC 6 + 2(P � 2) V P
Log 3 + 2 dlog2 |P|e V dlog2 |P|e
DCC 3 + P 2P P
DLog 3 + 2 dlog2 |P|e 2P dlog2 |P|e
MC 3 + 2P P P
Inc 2P P P � 1
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Figure 9: Number of binary variables

of the art solvers, it is hard to predict with high accuracy the performance of377

each formulation. As a result, computational comparisons presented next aims378

to provide additional information in this regard.379

5.2. Computational analysis380

In this section the general flow equation for gas network optimization prob-381

lems is piecewisely approximated by MILP models presented in Section 3. For382

dynamic conditions three univariate functions, linked by the general flow equa-383

tion (13), are individually approximated. The flow squared (eq2nm,t) is linearized384

for each pipe and each period. Similarly, in- and outlet pressure squared385

(p2nt, p2mt) are approximated for each node and period. On the other hand,386

for the steady state formulation only one univariate function (the flow squared387

eq2nm,t) is linearized according with (17). Different case studies illustrate the com-388

putational performance of each piecewise MILP formulation for both dynamic389

and steady-state systems:390

• Case 1 (from Liu et al. (2009)): 7 nodes, 6 pipelines, 2 sources, 3 loads, 1391

compressor and 1 storage.392

• Case 2 (from Li et al. (2003)): 14 nodes, 12 pipelines, 1 source, 5 loads393

and 4 compressors.394

• Case 3 (Belgian network from De Wolf and Smeers (2000)): 20 nodes, 24395

pipelines, 2 sources, 8 loads, 3 compressors and 4 storages.396
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Table 2: Metrics for the dynamic system - Case 3. Percentage increase with respect to Inc.
Inc SOS2 BCC Log DCC DLog MC

Const. 4 090 -36% 25% 0% 0% 0% 36%
Real 3 189 15% 15% 15% 46% 46% 0%
Binary 984 -100% 50% -24% 50% -24% 50%
Nonzero 12 103 -8% 77% 26% 42% 79% 42%
Nodes 140 790% 15 507% 5 787% 44 260% 10 920% 40 809%
Iterations 32 045 134% 6 941% 2 971% 10 997% 8 797% 62 332%

All system data are available online at https://db.tt/OhrvNg8h. Case studies397

are solved in hourly periods for 10 load profiles and different optimization hori-398

zons. For the dynamic system, periods of 24 hours are set for Cases 1 and 2 and399

12 hours are optimized for Case 3. For the steady state, Cases 1 and 2 solve the400

dispatch for 1 week and Case 3 does it for 2 weeks. Linear segments ranging401

from 3 to 8 are modeled to guarantee a maximum error of 1% in the approx-402

imation of each variable (pressures and flows), according with their operative403

ranges. Experiments are run on an Intel-i5 3.2-GHz personal computer with 8404

GB of RAM memory by using CPLEX 12.5. Case studies are solved until they405

hit the time limit of 1 hour or until they reach an optimality tolerance of 1E-3406

by using solvers’ defaults.407

Computationally, the tightness of each method is evaluated by the integral-408

ity gap (Morales-Espana et al., 2012). This parameter is defined as (ZMILP �409

ZLP )/ZMILP , where ZLP is the optimal value of the (initial) relaxed LP prob-410

lem and ZMILP is the integer solution found when the MILP problem is com-411

pletely solved. Nonetheless, the integrality gap is equal for all formulations412

reviewed in this paper, so they are all equally tight. All approximations give413

the same LP bound, as shown in Section 5.1, and result in the same optimal414

solution because they describe the same MILP problem. However, as discussed415

in Vielma (2013), equality in the LP relaxation bound does not necessarily im-416

ply equality on the LP bound obtained at the root node by CPLEX as this417

includes preprocessing and cuts. On the other hand, the compactness and the418

effect of the branch-and-bound are analyzed by means of the metrics shown419

in Tables 2 and 3 for specific case studies. The problem size (compactness) is420

measured by the number of constraints (Const.), continuous variables (Real),421

binary variables (Binary) and nonzero elements. Additionally, the number of422

explored nodes and iterations required to find the optimal solution represent the423

branching process. According to Morales-Espana et al. (2012), the number of424

nodes must be carefully taken into account because formulations more compact425

may be able to explore more nodes in shorter times than larger formulations426

because LP problems are solved faster.427

Tightness and compactness metrics are utilized to explain solve times ob-428

tained for each formulation. Figures 10 and 11 use box-and-whisker plots to429

graphically depict through quartiles solve times (in logarithmic scale) for dy-430

namic and steady-state networks respectively. Also, a black circle indicates the431
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Table 3: Metrics for the steady-state system - Case2. Percentage increase with respect to Inc.
Inc SOS2 BCC Log DCC DLog MC

Const. 24 865 -16% 32% 16% 16% 16% 49%
Real 19 824 20% 20% 20% 41% 41% 0%
Binary 4 032 -100% 100% 0% 100% 0% 100%
Nonzero 64 849 2% 39% 27% 45% 57% 45%
Nodes 26 168 3% 26% 28% 18% 24% 13%
Iterations 477 -1% 46% -3% 3% 3% 3%
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Figure 10: Solve times for the dynamic state

geometric mean for each case study. This mean is utilized because of its robust-432

ness for outliers and its good performance for sets of ratios (Morales-Espana433

et al., 2012).434

For all experiments Inc model presented by far the best performance. For435

the dynamic case, Inc solved on average 435% faster than Log, the second fastest436

formulation, and 9534% faster than MC, the slowest one. The poor performance437

of MC was more relevant in Cases 1 and 3 in which it was not even able to find438

an optimal solution after exploring the enormous quantity of 40 809% more439

nodes than Inc in 62 332% more iterations. From these results, it is relevant to440

highlight the unstable behavior of SOS2. This method behaved slowly for Cases441

1 and 2 but was notably fast solving the Case 3. By analyzing results presented442

in Table 2, Inc and SOS2 executed better for Case 3 because were able to solve443

the problem by exploring fewer nodes with lower number of iterations than other444

formulations. This pattern remained for the Inc model explaining its well overall445

performance, but was very unsteady for SOS2. Even SOS2 yields the smallest446

formulation, it was not always the fastest model because usually required a lot447

of iterations to find the optimal solution. As discussed in Vielma et al. (2008),448

it seems that the reason for this functioning is more of an implementation issue449

than a property of the SOS2 formulation. As a result, Mahlke et al. (2010)450

develops a customized branch-and-cut algorithm able to handle more efficiently451

SOS Type 2 conditions improving SOS2 performance significantly.452
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Figure 11: Solve times for the steady state

The pattern obtained in dynamic case studies for aggregated and deseg-453

regated convex combination formulations is discussed next. Usually Log and454

DLog approximations behaved better than BCC and DCC respectively because455

of their ability to reduce the number of binary variables. This saving is relevant456

for large number of linear segments and systems, as illustrated in Tables 2 and457

3 and Figure 9 . On average, Log performed 209% better than DLog because458

the model besides being smaller (by formulating less continuous variables and459

nonzero elements) required less iterations to find the solution. With respect to460

BCC and DCC, their execution only differed on average 8%. While BCC is more461

compact with respect to the number of variables, DCC requires less constraints462

and nonzero elements as presented in Table 2.463

Regarding the steady state optimization, Inc model also presented the best464

performance, especially for Cases 2 and 3. On average Inc solved 83% faster465

than BCC, the second fastest formulation, and 366% faster than Log, the slowest466

one. Solve times for Cases 1 and 2 were relatively similar. Table 3 evidences467

how the number of iterations for all formulations was close. As a consequence,468

differences on the functioning of each model were due to the time required to469

solve LP relaxations, which is highly influenced by the problem size. Unlike470

the dynamic optimization, for the steady state SOS2 had a stable performance471

being on average the third fastest method; and MC improved its positioning472

executing similarly to DCC.473

To conclude, Table 4 presents a qualitative comparison of different formula-474

tions. Firstly, it categorizes the implementation difficulty for each method ac-475

cording with particular requirements and formulation size (in terms of number476

of variables and constraints) and lastly it highlights the most relevant features477

for each method.478

6. Conclusions and Further Work479

This paper compared theoretically and computationally piecewise MILP for-480

mulations capable of approximating the general flow equation for the gas net-481
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Table 4: Qualitative comparison of MILP formulations
Model Implementation Features

SOS2

(18)

Easiest implementation. Most compact
model. Solver requires to support SOS
Type 2 constraints.

No binaries. High solver dependency.
Unstable performance for dynamic
case.

BCC

(18)-(21)

Easy implementation: no special
requirements. More constraints.

Slow LP solve. Good performance for
steady state.

Log

(18)-(22)

Complex implementation: construction
of dichotomies. Small formulation size.

Fast LP solve. Good for large P.
Good performance for dynamic cases
but bad for steady state.

DCC

(23)-(25)

Easy implementation: no special
requirements. More variables.

Slow LP solve. Useful to model
discontinuities.

DLog

(23),(24),

(26),(27)

Moderate implementation: construction
of injective functions. Small formulation
size.

Fast LP solve. Good for large P and
to model discontinuities.

MC

(28)-(30)

Easy implementation, but it needs slopes
and intercepts. Big formulation size.

Slow LP solve. Bad performance for
dynamic state.

Inc

(31)-(34)

Easy implementation: no special
requirements. Medium formulation size.

Best performance for dynamic and
steady-state systems.

work optimization problem in both dynamic and steady-state conditions. To482

this end, a practical formulation was initially developed optimizing the gas net-483

work in the short term. Then, locally ideal piecewise MILP models that can484

be applied to linearize gas flows were reviewed. Furthermore, since the accu-485

racy of each linear approximation significantly depends on the construction of486

the segments, this paper also proposed a goal programming method to opti-487

mally construct a-priori linear functions. Under this method the error of each488

piecewise approximation is notably reduced without introducing more linear489

segments. Theoretically, all piecewise linear models shared the same level of490

tightness since they are locally ideal. However, the difference between approxi-491

mations is their compactness due to the way constraints are formulated. Com-492

putational results illustrated how the Inc model, based on incremental weights493

or loads, presented the best performance to solve the gas network optimization494

in both dynamic and steady-state conditions. This is a traditional formulation495

easy to implement and with stable performances. For dynamic systems three496

nonlinearities were individually linearized: the flow squared and in- and outlet497

pressure squared. For this condition Inc model was on average 435% faster than498

Log, the second fastest formulation, and 9534% faster than MC, the slowest one.499

Regarding the steady state, only the flow squared is linearly approximated. In500

this condition Inc was on average 83% faster than BCC, the second fastest for-501

mulation, and 366% faster than Log, the slowest one. For small case studies502
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all models performed similarly. Nevertheless, for complex and large systems503

Inc formulation overcame by far other models. These conclusions are based on504

case studies developed for different network configurations, sizes and levels of505

complexity.506

Just as this paper addressed the linearization of the general flow equation,507

further research could be focused in the approximation of other nonlinear func-508

tions that are also present in the gas network optimization. Initially, the mod-509

eling of gas storages may be improved by applying the same piecewise linear510

methods presented before since injection and withdrawal rates are nonlinearly511

related with the storage level by separable functions. Additionally, a closer512

approximation of compressors requires the modeling of non-separable functions513

composed by in- and outlet pressures. This kind of functions could be linearized514

through multi-variate techniques that result from the extension in n-dimensions515

of MILP formulations reviewed in Section 3. Initial formulations in this re-516

gard have been developed by Geißler et al. (2012), Mahlke et al. (2010), Möller517

(2004).518

Nomenclature for the Gas Modeling519

Indexes and Sets520

Upper-case and greek letters are used for denoting parameters and sets.521

Lower-case letters denote variables and indexes.522

n,m 2 N Gas nodes, running from 1 to N .523

s 2 S Gas storage facilities, running from 1 to S.524

t 2 T Time periods, running from 1 to T .525

w 2 W Gas wells, running from 1 to W .526

Constants527

CG
w ,CS

s ,CD
n Gas production, storage and non-served cost [$/Sm3].528

Dij Pipeline diameter [m].529

Fij Pipeline friction coefficient [-].530

G Gravity force [m/s2].531

H Pipeline height [m].532

Lnt Gas load in node n [Sm3/s].533

IRs, ORs Injection/Withdrawal storage rates [Sm3/s].534

Pn,Pn Max/Min nodal pressure [bar].535

R Specific gas constant [m3bar/kgK].536
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Ss, Ss Max/Min storage level [Sm3].537

T Temperature [K].538

Wwt,Wwt Max/Min gas output of each well [Sm3].539

Xnm Pipeline length (spatial coordinate x) [m].540

Z Compressibility factor [-].541

↵ Pipe angle with the horizontal [rad].542

⇢ Density of gas [kg/m3].543

⇢0 Density of gas at standard conditions [kg/m3].544

�nm Compression factor [-].545

Variables546

e rate of heat transfer per unit time and unit mass of the gas [W/kg].547

fsinst ,fsoutst Injection/Withdrawal storage flow [Sm3/s].548

emnm,t Average line pack [Sm3].549

ngnt Non-served gas [Sm3/s].550

pnt Nodal pressure [bar].551

psnt Nodal pressure squared [bar].552

p̃nm,t Average pipeline pressure [bar].553

pgwt Gas production [Sm3/s].554

qinnm,t,qoutnm,t In- and outflow mass rate [Sm3/s].555

eqnm,t Average mass flow rate [Sm3/s].556

slst Gas storage level [Sm3].557

u Specific internal energy [J/kg].558

v flow velocity [m/s].559
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